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As Gizmodo says:
“So much in love with shiny new toys it’s unnatural.”

Tuesday April 14 meeting — scanning on your Mac...
Everything you ever wanted to know about choosing a scanner, resolution;
image size, scanning slides; de-screening; what may be scanned; when to use
your digital camera.

Don Patrick

And there’s more — correcting and editing scans in Photoshop Elements.

Publishing Assistant:
Jo-Anne Britt
Website Assistant:
Prue Paterson

email
Marnie...

Having trouble reading
this page?
Make it bigger in
Preview or Adobe
Reader with the
keystroke:

!

+

or use the magnifying
glass:

flowers photographed by being placed on a scanner

Tuesday March 10 meeting, 8 great Mac workshops...
Well despite considerable committee anxiety, the move to the new venue was a
great success, and a surprisingly healthy contingent came along and participated
actively. The new hall is obviously going to be a hit with members!

The BMUG digital photography excursion was held on Saturday 4 April.
Read about it and see some of the great shots on p 6...
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What do you do with your Mac?
An interview with Neil McGeek,
professional sound engineer

What is involved in digital audio
production and music composition?
Right now a computer or more than one is
always at the heart of any audio production!recording on location, music recording or
sound fx gathering, we have relied on them now!
professionally for over 15 years, and the Macintosh has often been at the forefront based
on reliability, because of choice of software and hardware, and of course it's excellent OS
and GUI's.

How has the profession changed over the last 20 years?
Completely!! I started out in 1977 as a sound assistant at Crawford Productions in
Abbotsford in Melbourne with my first job being the Aussie classic series The Sullivans.
Back then everything was tape based.
From the location tapes we grabbed the usable location audio dialogue and fx!
and laid up the various additional dialogue,! Production music,! sound FX and
atmospheres onto 16mm magnetic tape, (basically audio tape that resembled 16mm
film).
Sometimes we would have up to 20 tracks or more of audio mapped out on dubbing
sheets! This laborious task saw a team of sound editors and assistants all working on the
one episode, sourcing and splicing in the sounds onto many reels of 16mm sound at the
exact footage and duration required.
These reels eventually were all played back together on gigantic machines called MagnaTechs which were about the size and cost of a small house. All the tracks would then be
mixed back onto a master 35mm magnetic tape which also ran in sync with the film.!This
finished master film was then used by the TV station to transmit the program, using one
more process called Tele-cine, crudely converting the film and it's sound into a televised
video signal. Phew!
Before I left Crawfords in 1980,!they were just moving into the new world of Video Tape.
The sound and music editing process remained basically the same for a few more years
until the late 80's when computers became fast enough and had the software and storage
capacities to cope with digital audio recording, editing and eventually mixing!
This transformation brought with it a change in the work structure for Post Production
audio in that a team was no longer required to work on one episode at a time, and as
computers became the central tool for audio professionals so did the birth of the Lone
Editor i.e. a person who would work on their own on a project for as long as it took to
do!
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This migration of work ethic also opened up new avenues of exploitation for producers
and directors who had no shortage of!keen young bods who would willingly work
ridiculous hours for low pay!
I really enjoyed the workplace camaraderie of my youth and even though I have had
noted success in my career including an AFI Award in 1996 for sound mixing I have
never quite come to terms with the less rewarding solitary work aspect ! Nowadays
computing to a professional level has become affordable for all, and I can now enjoy
producing music for TV or film or mixing the odd TV commercial from the social
comfort of my own home!

Do sound engineers always use Macs or do they sometimes use Windows?
Certainly in professional facilities both Mac and PC are used today. It is also easy to
switch from one OS to the other if needed as most files are compatible with both OS's
offering software with extensive import/export options.

‘

The Mac OS is by far the leader in professional Audio Post Production (recording,
editing and mixing) and music production based mainly around the early success and
industry adoption of a few key manufacturers of pro audio software and hardware.
Apple in the last decade has also
sought to strengthen it's position,
with Apple buying up many key
companies in these areas, for
example eMagic Logic. This music
software is now known as Apple's
Logic Pro and remains the main
choice for music industry
professionals the world over.
This is key for all Mac users Pro
and consumer alike —we all love
Mac's smartness combined with
it's uncluttered simplicity. This
equates to getting the job done

Neil’s Mac desktop

easier and faster and with more enjoyment & satisfaction

Is there anything special you need in your Mac?
I started computing with programming synthesisers and other machines in the 80's and
using the 1 Mb Atari 1040ST for music sequencing as soon as I could afford one. I
migrated to Macs from there. Now my humble white flat 2007 20" 2.3Ghz iMac holds the
equivalent of 100 world-class studios worth of instruments, sounds and 'tweaks' all at
my fingertips, and has easily enough power to produce complete professional product
from home.! Just add inspiration and talent!
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What kind of projects have you worked on?
In a somewhat checquered ( or is that sputtered) career spanning 32 years I have worked
on many TV series, documentaries & TV and radio Commercials! both here and in the
UK, including a year in the UK working on live sound presentations. I have also edited
and mixed audio for several feature films and many shorts. I have composed music for
all of the above and still do.

How long have computers been used for audio
work?
As I have probably answered this one elsewhere I'll
keep it short!!
In a nutshell as soon as computers became available I
bet someone was writing audio and music software for
it and building
little boxes to plug into it!!

Are you concerned about kids listening to
music at high levels on MP 3 players and
damaging their hearing?
It is more possible and likely to do major permanent ear
damage by attending live events or monitoring
continuously at too high a level.
Fortunately manufacturers have kept output levels on
consumer devices at sane limits

Is sound engineering / music composition
something you learn on the job or should you
do a course?
You do not need to attend any formal institution in
order to learn these skills. I was lucky enough with
Crawford's to be able to learn on the job surrounded by
seasoned professionals and be paid for it!

A corner of Neil’s
workspace

Is the sound left till the last and is it always done in a rush?
In my experience running my own studio, certainly in Audio Post, it is one of the last
processes in producing a finished film or doco or TVC. Editing and mixing the audio or
composing the music can be an amazing and rewarding transformation for the project.
Future studio owners beware! It is usually the stage where the producer turns and says
to you with big tearful eyes:!
" Sorry mate, I wish there was more money and time but we only have this much left for
sound"
Neil McGrath
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BMUG digital photography
excursion report
On Saturday, April 4, over 30 members
met in Queenscliff for our first all-day
workshop. Right from the start we were
sharing skills and seeing confidence grow.
Thanks to everyone who took part!
As President Marnie said:
‘What a fantastic day. Great fun, good
company, pleasant setting and great photos to
boot. When can we do it again?'
We formed 3 groups of about 10 people, including non-member visitors and
partners, and despite the surprisingly threatening weather, scattered to take our
shots.
Along the way, the group leaders acted as advisors, discussing practical and
aesthetic issues like:
• getting in close;
• using the camera’s best or next-to-best resolution
• varying your point of view
• and the themes we were trying to illustrate.
Some groups wandered widely through the town, some
concentrated on particular areas, like the old railway
yard. And the weather steadily improved!
After a picnic lunch in the comfortable courtyard at St
Peter’s, we moved back into our groups for iPhoto and
Photoshop Elements workshops and edited the best 2
or 3 pics from each participant. This was great fun, as
we cropped and colour-corrected by consensus!
Finally, each group showed their chosen 20 images as
slideshow.
Feedback has been terrific:
As a member of BMUG who infrequently attends meetings
I would like to say a big THANK YOU to you and all the
committee members who put in the effort to arrange such a
fun day. It was an excellent way for members to mix,
meet, and learn together. !I would like to learn more in
this manner.
Could I suggest that this becomes an annual Photo event.
Best wishes,Peter Oakley
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Just a few of the
shots from the day.
See more on the
BMUG website
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Even BMUG committee members are human...
Pilot Officer Prune was a cartoon character who featured
in an RAF publication over 60 years ago. His purpose was
to point out all those silly mistakes that could be made by
aircrew at the time. His award was the OIMD (Order of
the Irremovable Digit) given for such disasters as landing
with one’s wheels retracted.
Well, I must be due for the ward. On our Field Day I
headed out to take great pictures of old and new, shade
and light and all those other categories that were put
before us.. After lunch I decided to download them to my
iBook, finding a very slow transfer and some shocking
looking pics.
Upon reaching home and in the privacy of my own room I discovered that each photo I
had taken was a movie that did not finish until I took another or turned the camera off.
There are some wonderful pics of my feet and the ground. (perhaps textures?) My
Olympus camera has a knob to turn which determines if the pic is taken as a still or a
movie and for some reason only known to P/O Prune I neglected to check this setting.
Sixty years ago I am sure the King would have awarded me the OIMD or should BMUG
create an award such as The Order of a Sour Apple!
Jim Strachan
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TOP TIP — keyboard problems
Some of the great minds of our time were baffled recently by an apparently nonfunctioning keyboard on an iMac I was preparing for handover to a new owner. I
say non-functioning, but the letters and numbers worked fine, it was simply that
absolutely none of the keys in the top line wanted to co-operate!
This irritating foible meant we couldn’t change volume while listening to music,
and I couldn’t adjust the screen brightness.
After nearly an hour of diving into System Preferences, keyboard and mouse, the
guru I consulted cried ‘Eureka!” — he had the solution, which I hereby share
with you...
This is the pane, and this is how it should look. If you somehow or other tick the
bottom checkbox, or it decides to tick itself, the keyboard won’t work!

Goodness knows how or why System Preferences had decided to frustrate us by
perversely operating that way, we don’t know, and we still find the wording
confusing and contradictory, but at least we know how to make keyboards work
now.
Steve Craddock
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TOP TIP — power problems and mail settings
We all know the feeling of frustration as the power cuts out, even if it only blips
for a few seconds, as ours did last night. ‘All those confounded clocks to re-set,
and I just changed them all with end of daylight saving!
But that might be the least of your worries. My iMac was on at the
time, and of course it needed to restart this morning. I was relieved
when the desktop came up fine, because an outage is often
accompanied by a power surge, but all seemed well...
That was until I started Mail and got the Welcome pane. Obviously
my settings had vanished. Now you could input all the settings
again, and that’s what I tried, but immediately struck difficulties,
so it was clearly time for a re-think.
We tend to dismiss Time Machine as just a backup, and so it is, but it is a very
clever backup indeed. So how do you solve the problem with its help?
1.

Mail settings live in Mail preferences, which are called
‘com.apple.mail.plist’.

2."

Highlight the file.

3."

Click Time Machine.

4."

Go back to a time before the crash, and click ‘Restore’. It could hardly be

"

easier! If only we could take similar corrective action in everyday life...
New member Brian Magill, who has given some thought to our locally
unreliable power supply, had no trouble last night. He has purchased a $160
Powerware uninterruptible power supply unit manufactured in Brisbane to go
with his new iMac. Unlike so-called powerboard surge protectors, which do
nothing, this unit actually saves all connected electronics from being fried
should a surge occur.
And note that the surge can come through the phone line to your computer
even if the power cord is unplugged! By the way, switching off during a
thunderstorm does absolutely nothing to protect your gear!
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Andrew Ballard says...
It’s happened to the best of us — we try to
send an email to a client, colleague, or
family member, and we cram in one too
many attachments.
We press ’send’, and wait for the progress
bar of life to tell us that our email is on it’s
merry way when - uh oh - it bounces back to us with a gibberish technical message
saying, in effect: ‘too big, try again’. Murphy’s Law will dictate that it’s the urgent emails
sent to meet critical deadlines that bounce back to us. It’s hugely annoying!
For some reason, half the world has set a limit on the maximum size of emails -—10Mb
seems to be the most you can safely send to another person before you start getting your
emails bouncing back…
I say ‘half the world’, because the 10Mb limit is a purely arbitrary one, and not imposed
by everyone’s email providers - but it’s so common that you can never guarantee if your
recipient will get your email. 10Mb isn’t a lot these days, it’s really only a half dozen full
resolution digital photos, or a couple of sales brochures sent as PDFs, or maybe even
something so simple as a Word document full of charts and graphs.
So… let me show you an awesome bit of *free* technology that lets you send and receive
files of any size across this Internet — and it all happens as if by magic.

Get Dropbox
Dropbox is a free program that creates a folder on your hard drive, and anything that
you put in that folder gets securely uploaded to the Internet, ready to share with anyone
you choose. Available for Mac, PC and Linux *and* accessible from anywhere via the
web at getdropbox.com, it’s as seamless and painless a process as possible — it’s one of
those applications that’s so smart, it’s becoming a standard tool for any well-connected
business.

Getting Started
First up, head to!getdropbox.com!and click on the huge ‘download’ button - it’s kinda
hard to miss. Download it, click to install it, and then you’ll be asked for your email and
a password. Your email is unique to you (which is a good thing!) so the email you choose
will become your username that others can find you by, and share folders with you.
More on that in a minute.
For Macs, you’ll see new icon in your top menu, and for PCs, you’ll notice a new icon in
the bottom right of your screen in your system tray.
For Macs, you’ll also notice a new folder called ‘Dropbox’ in your Home folder, and for
PCs, you’ll see a folder called ‘My Dropbox’ right next your your My Documents, My
Pictures, My Music folders.
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In both cases, it’s a relatively empty folder. Let’s do something to change that right now,
hey?

Backup important files to ‘the cloud’
One super-simple and super-safe thing to do is to use your Dropbox as an off-site
backup. Remember, you’ve got 2Gb for free, that’s 2000Mb - or around 200 x 10Mb files
that would have bounced back had you sent them via email!
Make a new folder inside your Dropbox, call it ‘backups’, and drag in (or copy/paste in)
some important files… Here’s where the magic happens - once you drop in a file, your
Dropbox icon spins around, and depending on your internet connection, a few seconds/
minutes later, the file is *both* on your hard drive *and* on the internet. Lovely!

Blatant Name Dropping
Once upon a time, not so very long ago, there was a BMUG member who decided to
upgrade his iMac. He decided to email a couple of local (read Geelong) Apple outlets for
quotes, the story goes like this...
Outlet number 1 — no response for 4 days, email re-sent, “yes they are in stock”, no
prices nothing more. 3rd email sent again requesting prices, these arrive but are quickly
replaced by revised prices...the original quote was wrong! The prices? Same as the online
Apple Shop but without the benefit of free delivery.
Outlet number 2 — no response for 4 days, email re-sent, “will get someone else to
contact you”, email received from someone else, you guessed it - no prices, email
number three sent, reply quotes stock standard prices but contains the statement “not
presently in stock, should be sometime next week.”
So it’s off to a long time, highly respected Apple Retailer in Melbourne by the name of
DESIGNWYSE, email is professionally answered within the hour, price about $100 less
than buying in Geelong, delivery is just $16.00. Can be sent today. Ordered and
despatched, delivered to Barwon Heads 9.30 a.m. the following morning.

And Jason hare of
Designwyse said:

Incredibly, just a few weeks later this same BMUG member decided to install a Mac Mini
as a media server (Music, Photos, Video etc.). So no questions asked, “Hello

Hi Don,

Designwyse”. Once again the same excellent prices and delivery well inside 24 hours.

Thank you very much
for your feedback and
appreciation for

And some of the Apple shops lived happily ever after!

Designwyse’s level of

Need I say more?

customer service.!

Don

Many thanks,
Jason
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BMUG Special Interest
Group reports
Any member is free to talk to the committee about forming a SIG to follow up on
particular areas of shared interest, so put your thinking caps on. Groups need to
stay small for practical reasons, but we expect a good deal of membership
turnover as people move on after building their confidence and skill level, and
new beginners in the field join up.

Presently, we have 3 groups:
•

The New to Mac Group;

The Photoshop Elements Group;
•
and the newly formed Broader Horizons Group.
•
All groups will report in this newsletter regularly. If you are a remote member,
you may enjoy asking if you can on a SIG mailing list to at least participate in the
sharing of news and projects by email.

The New To Mac Group
This is the second report or update from the NTM Group. We have now had 8
sessions and now have eleven names on the list, with an average of eight bodies
appearing at each meeting. This is not a problem either for the members, or
myself as leader, as this is not a course, but a series of self contained sessions. The
hope is that as we get through more and more topics to do with the basics of Mac
use the members of NTM will become more confident and proficient with their
Macs, but the sessions do not rely on having attended every previous session.
The last report was after the third session this is a brief run through of the next 5
sessions;

3rd Feb 2009
Gave first part of Mail Presentation, creating New Messages, creating MailBoxes
and saving messages etc. Then had questions: Resolution what is it and what do I
set screen resolution to and does it sharpen Google Earth?

24th Feb 2009
Safari; Tab browsing, saving Bookmarks, setting Home Page, opening two
windows, customising Toolbar,
how to delete and rename Bookmarks, how send details from web page via email
(cut and paste, email page
content, email link)
Mail; customising Toolbar, enlarging type size,
Q&A; how to get DVD contents onto DVD using Toast, compressing and
extracting. How to find DVD covers and labels on the web.
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3rd March 2009
Skype: Set up call with my brother Phil in UK and several people had a chance to
ask him questions. Then went through how to find Skype and how download and
install it on their computers.

The group looking at and talking to brother Phil in the UK. It was 10:20am with
us in sunny Portarlington and 11:20pm with him in a wintery Lake District, so we
didn’t keep him too long from his waiting bed.

17th March 2009
iPhoto; A fairly thorough look at iPhoto and how to handle Events, Library,
Importing, Albums and Editing.

31st March 2009
Address Book and Mail; Went through the CD I prepared for an early BMUG
presentation on Address Book and then on Attachments and compressing images
for emailing (Sold 3 CD's). This was a fairly thorough session as it also included
using ‘Imagewell’ to compress images prior to emailing and took up most of the
two hours.
We had a short discussion at the end of the last meeting to determine what
members would like to do and for how long this group should continue. The
unanimous decision was to continue with the fortnightly sessions and to continue
with topics based on the software that comes pre-installed on every Mac or that
can be bought from Apple such as iWorks etc.
The feeling was that the group would become self regulating as members would
drop out naturally as they became confident with using their Macs. To this end
we could accept one or two more members if there is anyone out there who feels
this group would of help to them. Just get in touch.
Dick Brown: tel. 52591614 or email. foleymay@bigpond.net.au
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Broader Horizons Group
This group is for members who !are totally confident with everyday Mac tasks
and software. It is for those who want to expand their interests and knowledge
base by exploring more advanced and complex areas. Presently we have 6
members.
Please email Don: donpatrick@bellarinemac.org.au
to discuss your special interests and activities.

8 March 2009
We met at Steve’s and enjoyed presentations and discussion on:
•
•

using a laptop as a music server;
upgrading a laptop hard drive;

•

professional desktop publishing; and

•

HDR and panorama photography.
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and
several interstate!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program
participation in the BMUG forum

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:
1.

Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem
and has already posted a solution.

2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.
3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.
4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and

Email
Margaret...

search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.
5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 52554517. This month
only, email Margaret, as Jürgen is on holiday. If you don’t need a MacPal, but
rather specific help, Jürgen or Margaret will pass your query on.
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
Redundant RAM
1GB PC5300 (667 MHz) DDR2 SO-DIMM chip. Fits
all MacBooks, MacBook Pros and iMac models from
early 2006 to the present.
Perfect condition, price: $50
Phone Marnie on 5241 2780

Laptop
Mac iBook G4, 768 Mb, running OSX
10.4.11, plus an La Cie DVD recorder,
both in excellent condition.
$500 or best offer for the two.
Phone Lesley on 5241 2780

FOR SALE at HALF PRICE
Email
Steve...

Genuine Epson Ink Cartridges
"

"

"

TO561

"

"

"

TO562 x 2

"
"

"
"

"
"

TO563 x 2
TO564

Suitable for Epson Stylus Photo R250, RX430 and RX530 printers.
A bargain at $7.50 each
Phone 0425795898 or contact me at next BMUG Meeting.
Jim Strachan

and don’t hesitate to email with your want or for sale advert
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As you know, Jürgen wants to hear from you if you need troubleshooting help, or
if you need a MacPal.
However, for the month of April, Jürgen will be away, so please direct all
enquiries to Margaret Evans, who will be able to assist you...

Email
Margaret...
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President
Steve Craddock,
Vice President

James Strachan,
Treasurer
June Brown
Librarian

David Dixon,

Margaret Evans
Jürgen Gross

Don Patrick

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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